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The United States is the undis-
puted leader in new, superfast 
mobile broadband networks. 
Having trailed the rest of 
the world in the launch of 3G 
mobile broadband networks, 
the country signalled its intent 
to be a 4G pioneer. Today, 
almost half the world’s 4G con-
nections are within the US and 
the country’s largest mobile 
operator, Verizon Wireless, has 
more than three times as many 
4G customers than Europe’s 
entire 4G user-base.

Home to mobile tech giants 
such as Apple, Google and 
Facebook, the US is a hugely 
competitive market and 
recent years have seen a 
spate of high-profile merger 
and acquisitions activity 
among mobile operators. 
Innovative service offerings 
have also emerged in the past 
few months, with the coun-
try’s biggest operators shak-

ing up the market by dropping 
traditional two-year contract 
deals and offering consum-
ers the chance to upgrade to a 
new device more frequently.

The US is also the world’s 
largest mobile apps market and 
North America is home to the 
majority of the world’s mobile 
app developers.

In comparison to the US’s 
widespread availability of 
mobile broadband networks, 
the majority of South American 
customers remain connected to 
older and slower 2G networks 
that support voice and simpler 
data services. However, the 
cost of making a mobile phone 
call in this part of the world 
has fallen considerably in the 
last five years and the region’s 
population is showing a strong 
desire to increase its use of 
mobile devices – a sign that 
mobile broadband has a healthy 
future in South America.

Mobile communications have changed the face of the planet. But a successful service in one region may not be the next big 
thing in another. Mobile World Live’s Justin Springham and GSMA Intelligence analyse market trends around the world

Mobile is the fastest-growing 
technology the world has ever 
seen and arguably the biggest 
technological driver of social 
and economic change. Almost 
half of the world’s population 
own a mobile phone, powerful 
smartphones outsell “feature 
phones” and the predicted 
future growth rates are aston-
ishing: mobile subscriptions 
are growing four times faster 
than the global population and 
the four-billion mark is set to 
be passed in 2018. 

And there’s a major boom 
in the trend for people to 
own multiple devices or use 
multiple SIMs to access the 
best tariffs, creating a cur-
rent global mobile connections 
base of seven billion. Despite 
challenging economic condi-
tions, this figure is expected 
to grow, fuelled in part by 
the desire for many different 
industries to “connect” their 

machines to applications that 
will tap into new markets, such 
as smart-meter monitoring, 
mobile healthcare and the 
“connected car”.

But the growth of mobile 
around the world is diverse, 
with major regional differ-
ences in the popularity of 
services and devices. Devel-
oped markets, such as Europe, 
North America and parts of 
Asia, are awash with data-hun-
gry smartphones, superfast 3G 
and 4G mobile broadband net-
works, and a $50-billion-plus 
apps industry, yet subscriber 
growth here is slowing.

It’s emerging economies – 
where “older” 2G networks 
dominate and feature phones 
can offer basic but vital finan-
cial services for those with-
out access to a formal bank 
account – that are the major 
engines of global mobile con-
nection and subscriber growth.

The least developed mobile 
continent in the world, Africa is 
the fastest growing. Only 35 per 
cent of the population owns a 
mobile phone, but the sector is 
enjoying annual growth rates of 
almost 10 per cent (around twice 
as fast as the global growth rate) 
and is the next great regional 
growth opportunity for mobile. 
Such potential is strengthened 
by the lack of economically viable 
alternatives, for example fixed-
line communications.

Many African countries are yet 
to build 3G mobile broadband 
networks, let alone 4G, with older 
2G networks supporting most (86 
per cent) of the continent’s con-
nections base. SMS text messag-
ing remains the most commonly 
used technology for mobile-
enabled services. For example, 
African farmers can receive 
updates about commodity prices 
through SMS and voicemail, 
thereby increasing productivity. 

Some African countries allow 
trade in agricultural products on 
commodities exchanges through 
SMS and voice messages. 

Africa is also home to the 
world’s most popular mobile 
money service, M-Pesa. Its 2007 
launch in Kenya allowed users 
to deposit money into an account 
stored on their phones, to send 
balances using SMS technology 
to other users, including sellers 
of goods and services, and to 
redeem deposits for regular 
money. The service, which has 
many millions of users in Kenya, 
has kick-started a wider “mobile 
money for the unbanked” busi-
ness model across Africa.

As demand for smartphones 
grows in Africa, especially for 
lower-cost smartphones running 
Android software, bringing with 
it the need for faster and more 
data-efficient networks, expect 
mobile broadband connectivity in 
Africa to develop further.

King of the mobile world, 
almost half of the planet’s 
mobile subscribers live in Asia. 
And this isn’t surprising when 
countries the size of China and 
India are embracing the mobile 
revolution. In fact, almost one 
in three of the world’s mobile-
subscriber base can be found 
in China or India.

Countries such as Japan and 
South Korea boast some of the 
most advanced mobile net-
works in the world. Earlier this 
year, South Korean operator 
SK Telecom switched on the 
fastest-ever mobile service, 
based on an advanced version 
of 4G, claiming theoretical peak 
download speeds of 150 Mb/s – 
that’s fast enough to download 
an 800MB movie in 43 seconds. 

In contrast, China and India 
have been slower to upgrade 
to mobile broadband net-
works; both countries were 
late to 3G and both are yet to 

allocate 4G licences.
One of the most distinctive 

trends in the Asian mobile mar-
ket is the dominance of local 
messaging services. Facebook, 
Skype and WhatsApp may be 
familiar messaging services in 
the Western world, threaten-
ing traditional operator text 
messaging, but these services 
are less popular in many Asian 
markets. Instead, services 
such as Japan’s Line have seen 
huge growth across Asia, while 
Kakao and WeChat have large 
audiences in South Korea and 
China, respectively.

China, especially, is becoming 
a major global manufacturer of 
handsets. According to analyst 
firm Canalys, domestic manu-
facturers Lenovo and Yulong 
were among the world’s top 
five smartphone makers during 
the second quarter of 2013, 
behind Apple and Samsung, but 
ahead of LG Electronics.

It may boast the highest 
mobile penetration rate in the 
world, with 77 per cent of the 
region’s population classified 
as a mobile subscriber, claim 
the world’s highest propor-
tion of smartphone users and 
enjoy monthly mobile charges 
almost half those of US con-
sumers, but Europe is facing 
serious challenges. Mobile 
industry revenue is declining 
and the continent is falling 
behind the United States and 
Asia in the race to launch the 
latest 4G networks. 

In fact, the European Union is 
so concerned by Europe’s lag-
gard approach to mobile that 
digital commissioner Neelie 
Kroes has unveiled a contro-
versial reforms package that 
aims to create a single Euro-
pean telecoms market capable 
of boosting the region’s for-
tunes. At the core of her plans 
are the abolition of roaming 

premiums, which she claims 
are ripping off consumers, a 
full and open internet, with 
the blocking and throttling of 
internet content banned, and a 
grand vision of greater 4G and 
wi-fi access for consumers.

According to Ms Kroes, a 
single European telecoms 
market would be worth 0.9 
per cent of Europe’s GDP, 
amounting to a possible €110 
billion a year and “even more 
in indirect gain” for the wider 
economy. EU businesses and 
citizens enjoy the benefits of a 
single market to travel, trade 
and transact free of borders 
and barriers, but now require 
a communications infrastruc-
ture to match, she says.

Indeed, it is expected that 
less than 2 per cent of EU 
mobile connections will be 
on 4G by the end of this year, 
compared to 23 per cent of US 
mobile connections.  
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